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How do we describe our hair?



Why is there a ‘World Afro Day’?

On 15th September 2016 a 
court in the USA ruled it was 
legal for a company to fire a 

woman for having dreadlocks 
as it was ‘unprofessional’. 

This is why 15th September is 
World Afro Day

Negative stereotypes
'Course'
'Messy'
'Scruffy'
'Extreme'
'Unprofessional'

People with afro hair still have people ask if 
they can touch it or touch it without 
permission which is embarrassing, demeaning 
and an invasion of personal space

The Psychology of Black Hair | Johanna 
Lukate | TEDxCambridgeUniversity –
YouTube (Intro - upto 4.45)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yJ17ysm5DY


Fighting back against discrimination and 
stigma

During the civil rights activism in 
the US in the 1960s activists like 
Angela Davis, below, made a point 
of growing and naturally styling 
their hair in opposition to the 
expectation that people with afro 
hair should copy white hairstyles

Young Black British people 
have set up the Halo 
Collective which aims to end 
hair discrimination through 
changing rules about dress 
codes, campaigning to change 
the law and encouraging 
people to stand against 
discrimination

Recent research has shown that 58% 
of students with afro hair have 
experienced name calling at school 
about their hair, and some schools still 
put restrictions on afro hair styles. 
Recently students in Pimlico protested 
against their school's policy and the 
rules were changed.



Celebrating afro 
hair

• Social media and increasing 
representation of people with 
afro hair has improved 
awareness of different types of 
afro hair and styles, 
encouraging celebration of, and 
pride in, afro hair.

• There are many different 
styles for both men and women 
who want to wear their afro 
hair naturally



History of afro hair (by 
Halo Collective)
Afro-textured hair and hairstyles have always been 
an important symbol of wealth, identity, family, 
heritage, age, tribe, religion, and social rank, as well 
as a visual language. Hairstyling was a meaningful 
social activity, where time spent on intricate styles 
and hair care was highly valued. It was an intimate 
activity, where bonds were built and knowledge 
was shared within communities.

https://halocollective.co.uk/halo-background/


Early discrimination of Black hair began 
in the fifteenth-century. European 
colonists framed themselves as ‘white 
saviours’ on a ‘civilising mission’ and 
classified Afro-textured hair as closer 
to fur or wool than human hair, using 
Black hair as validation for 
dehumanisation, enslavement, and 
exploitation. Slave traders regularly 
shaved the heads of captives, and the 
term dreadlocks originally derives from 
slave traders; descriptions of Afro-
textured hair as “dreadful” after it had 
naturally formed into locs during the 
Middle Passage.



Hair and 
resistance

In some places enslaved 
Africans developed 
codes and maps that 
they knotted into their 
hair which would send 
messages to other 
slaves, in particular 
information about how 
to escape and where 
they could find support.



The pressure to conform to European standards of beauty is far more than a “grass-is-always-greener” type of vanity. Barely a 
month seems to go by without there being another news story about a black child being excluded from school for wearing their 
hair in its natural form. In 2016, protests broke out after girls at Pretoria high school in South Africa chose to defy rules that 
maintained their natural hair was “messy”. Two weeks later, a US federal court ruled that it was legal to fire a female employee
for having dreadlocks, deeming them “unprofessional”.

The phenomenon that we call colourism is about more than complexion: hair texture and other features play a role in 
determining who has proximity to whiteness and who does not. But plenty of people with “good” hair, the looser curl associated 
with mixed ancestry, have experienced the pain of not knowing how to care for it properly, especially those with a white primary
caregiver. All black hair requires knowledge, skills and products that are not always easily accessible. Today, in globally connected, 
multicultural London, I still see mixed-race children with dried-out, matted hair. I’m not talking about hair that is untidy – I am no 
stickler for precision myself – I mean hair that, like mine as a child, has clearly never been oiled, and rarely untangled.

Around 2010, I discovered a website called Black Girl with Long Hair (BGLH), founded in 2009 by the American writer Leila 
Noelliste. It was the first time I really saw my texture acknowledged, let alone celebrated – not only shiny, glossy curls but matt, 
springy naps that can be twisted, stretched, coiled and curled into any and every shape. I was presented with all these beautiful 
sisters rocking very chic looks with their natural hair. And if they could do it, so could I.

My reacquaintance with my natural hair and the birth of my son proved that my body was capable of things I had never dreamed 
possible. Subtly, over time, I moved away from tolerating my hair to enjoying it, to loving it. I wonder if my hair’s newfound 
freedom, volume and height shifted the energy around me. (It is said that many African groups have associated the height of 
one’s hair as significant in relation to divine power.)

Extract from Don’t Touch My Hair by Emma Dabiri, a Black woman from Ireland

https://bglh-marketplace.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/apr/20/learned-to-love-my-afro-hair


Additional information/resources

• The Psychology of Black Hair | Johanna Lukate | TEDxCambridgeUniversity – YouTube Ted Talk –
The Psychology of Black Hair 

• https://www.glamour.com/story/black-hair-offensive-timeline

• https://metro.co.uk/2018/02/05/school-puts-boy-in-isolation-because-he-had-his-afro-hair-in-
cornrows-7289036/

• https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/children-dove-hair-afro-one-b1912430.html

• https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9895181/Fleur-East-reveals-embarrassed-having-
afro-hair-used-mums-iron-it.html

• https://halocollective.co.uk/
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